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Spain's wealthy but financially troubled region of Catalonia chooses a new

government today in an election that could trigger a constitutional crisis over

a resurgent breakaway movement.

Opinion polls show most Catalans will vote for pro-independence parties,

either from the left or right, handing their leader a mandate to hold a

referendum on secession, despite strong resistance from Madrid.
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The secessionist threat is a major problem for Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy,

who is trying to show stability and fiscal responsibility in his fight to keep

Spain in the euro currency zone and avoid an international bailout, despite a

savage recession.

Catalan President Artur Mas, who leads the conservative Convergence and

Union Party (CiU), is expected to win re-election in voting for the regional

assembly in Barcelona.

He converted to the independence cause after a massive pro-secession

march in September.

"Catalonia is one of the oldest nations of Europe and all through history we

have had to fight against very high obstacles, very strong setbacks," Mas

said, speaking in English to reach a foreign audience as he addressed a rally
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Secession plebiscite may follow Catalonia vote
Region has heard growing calls for secession amid the national economic malaise, and an

independence plebiscite could follow today's election
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Catalan President Artur Mas greets supporters while campaigning in Barcelona on

Friday. Catalan elections take place today. Photo: EPA
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of supporters in a Barcelona stadium on Friday.

"But we have overcome our difficulties, we have fought against armies, we

have fought against dictatorships, we have overcome setbacks and now we

are alive, our culture is alive, our language is alive, our nation is alive," he

said.

In a forest of banners, Catalan and European flags at the stadium, some

placards called for independence - and for Mas as president.

Catalonia's busy Mediterranean ports, car factories, chemical plants and

banks account for a fifth of Spain's economy. Until recently the region of 7.5

million people was content to push for greater self-governance without

seeking independence.

But Spain's recession, with 25 per cent unemployment and drastic public

spending cuts, has sharpened a Catalan perception that they are taxed

unfairly.

"Madrid is playing with us," said David Box, a 33-year-old construction worker

who supports Mas and independence.

In part inspired by independence drives in Scotland and Belgium's Flanders,

a growing number of Catalans believe their region would be better off on its

own. Polls show that between 46 and 57 per cent of Catalans want their own

country, the highest levels ever. "We have turned a regular election into a

referendum," said Alfred Bosch, of leftist independence party Esquerra

Republicana (ERC).

Secessionist fever in the region alarms the rest of Spain, and not only

because the world-champion national soccer team fields many Catalan

players.

Rajoy warns that Catalonia would have to reapply to join the European

Union, a lengthy process. At a recent campaign rally, he cautioned voters

"not to buy a one-way ticket to nowhere".

Pro-independence Catalans argue that a strong referendum majority for

independence would force Spain to change the constitution and the EU

would have to respect self-determination. Catalonia would probably gain no

early official representation at the European Central Bank if it split away from

Spain, although it could keep using the euro currency. Economists say that in

the short term, a divorce from Madrid would cause enormous economic

damage.

The growing frustration in Catalonia crystallised in the biggest-ever

demonstration for independence on September 11, Catalan national day,

when hundreds of thousands marched in the streets. Days later, Mas, a 56-

year-old economist who has led Catalonia for three years, said Catalonia

needed statehood and called an early vote to test support for the idea.

Additional reporting by Agence France-Presse
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